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Foreign language continues to be taught much as it always has been,

with a focus on canonical moments of art, literature and history in

the mother country. Yet we live in a world that is increasingly glob

alised and international, a world where distinctions among nations

are disappearing while diversity within their borders is on the rise. At
\

the s~me time, postcolonial studies have made limitations in the con-

"cept of a monolithic national identity all too clear, and advances in

pedagogical understanding have demonstrated the centrality of the

learner's experiences to effective teaching.

In the present volume', half a dozen contributors describe how

foreign language teaching, particularly at the universiry, needs to be

come less a promotion of national identity and more of a linguistic

and cultural contact zone. Several chapters grapple with the broader

outlines of this paradigm shift, dissecting the traditional modernist

approach and proposing an alternative set of approaches that are

more subjective', portable and ecological. The remaining chapters

address more practical aspects of the new approaches, discussing how

to incorporate dialogue structure, utilise narrative and tap recent

advances in film technology in teaching a second language.
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Francesco Caviglia

Fi lm Dialogue as a Resource for
Promoting Language Awareness

1°5FILM DIALOGUE

Abstract

Helping learners risefrom an implicit to an explicit and more mature under

standing oflanguage and communication is a challenging issue for educational

interventionin language learning. Thispapersuggests thatfilm dialogue - which

is carefully craftedto sound 'natural', but avoidsthe idiosyncrasies and 'noise'

ofreal-life conversation - can be a viable optionas a model oflanguage, and

alsoas a catalyser ofclassroom activities basedon analysis and discussion of

language choices as they are recognizable in the spoken version ofthe dialogue

and in thesubtitles.

Theproposed examples highlightthe tightconnection oflanguage and culture,

and theneedfor takingadvantageofthepragmaticcompetence acquired byadult

learners in their mothertongue.

1.1 EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT LANGUAGE AS A RESOURCE

AND AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROBLEM

In their everyday life, adults can adapt their language and behaviour

to different contexts and needs, on the basis of a typically implicit

1. INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND ASSUMPTIONS,

INSPIRING PRINCIPLES

This paper suggests that film dialogue may be a valuable resource for

helping students develop language awareness. After a brief discussion of

the role of language awareness in the process of language learning, I shall

present examples of classroom and language lab activities designed on

the premise that dialogue in film can provide a good language model

for activities aimed at making knowledge about language more explicit.

Working with language in fihns is today a feasible option for classrooms

since digital video has become relatively inexpensive and easy to view

and manipulate. For those who wish to put the ideas presented in this

paper into practice, technical details are available as an appendix.



In order to obviate this problem, the following ingredients would seem

to be required:

bringing the learner's knowledge about language and communica

tion from implicit to explicit;

enabling the learner to notice and understand specific features of

the target language.
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a 'language playground', that is an environment where the students

(and maybe the teacher) work within their zone ofproximal develop

ment on understanding how language and communication work;

tools for observing and manipulating language;

questions and activities which require the noticing of - and even

tually the understanding of -relevant features of language and

communication by processing both language and meta-language;

explicit integration of L1 and L2 competences.

1.2 FILM DIALOGUE AS MODEL LANGUAGE

From the point of view of language teaching, it could be assumed that

everyday conversation was the only discursive genre whereby adult or

young adult participants in a language class could discuss on almost

equal footing with the teacher. They may lack the meta-language or

they may not fully understand the target language, but they should

be able to produce and understand nuances of language at a level

adequate to at least one languacultural environment in which they have

been socialized (Bialystock 1993; Risager 2003 and this volume, for

the concept of languaculture). So, if the educational goal is 'language

awareness', why not use everyday speech as the 'language playground'

of choice?
Indeed, the oral language in conversation is a highly regarded topic

in the study of language and culture. At the most general level, everyday

speech is considered. as containing the primary genres from which all

other discursive genres have derived (Bakhtin 1986: 60-62; Todorov

1984: 81-82). As for the learning and teaching of languages, the analysis

of oral corpora is a key source of insight into which language features

are actually used by native speakers(see Andersen this volume, for an

analysis of the educational implications).

Unfortunately, unprepared conversation is an impractical object to

deal with in a classroom: transcripts of conversation show how natural

speech is full of noise, self-corrections and mistakes. Moreover, record

ings of everyday speech are often boring to listen to, since private con

versation is not designed - at least in principle - for the entertainment

of outsiders.
From the point of view of language learning and teaching, film

Film dialogue is the catalyser for integrating these ingredients into

educational intervention aimed at fostering language awareness.
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knowledge of and ability to use a variety of tools and strategies, such

as specific communicative acts (greetings, offers, refusals, acceptances,

apologies ... ), politeness as mutual face-saving strategy, context-depend

ent variability in language and action, discursive construction of social

identities and relations. There is also evidence that adults try more or

less consciously to apply this universal pragmatic competence when they

learn a second language (Kasper & Rose 2002: 164-167).

On these premises, second language learning would benefit from

educational intervention on two interrelated but separate issues:

when talking about language, the student is often on shaky ground

on both language and meta-language (e.g., talking about syntax

structures in L 2 ) ;

when meta-language is taught as a subject matter - which usually

occurs within a mother tongue curriculum - the student (or even

the teacher) is seldom confronted with problems she or he perceives

as concrete and challenging.

Educational intervention on these two fronts ought therefore to make

the learner able to speak of language and communication and thereby

foster language awareness as "development in learners of an enhanced

consciousness of and sensibility to the forms and functions of language"

(Carter 2003). Languageawareness suggests educational focus on inten

tionallearning (Bereiter & ScardamaliaroSo ) and is a key ingredient of

adult, advanced literacy (Caviglia 2004).

Linguists concerned with language awareness often focus on produc

ing descriptions of language that may serve educators (White 2000:

91). This paper focuses instead on aspects of instructional design, in

an effort to overcome a recurring problem with explicit instruction on

language:
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Moreover, the language and appearance of the characters who take part

in a film have to be socio-culturally recognizable by the viewer (more

on this point below, in the examples). In other words, film dialogue

is a sort of distilled speech occurring in situations rich in context and

culture, as suggested by Kramsch (1996) to create an ideal setting for

the learning of language and culture. To all these reasons, digital video

technology adds the possibility of observing and even manipulating

film dialogue with unprecedented ease.

is designed and staged for the benefit of an external viewer (Rossi,

2002: 163), which implies that all auditive and visual means are

employed to create context which should motivate and ease under

standing;

has more coherence and cohesion and less 'noise' (hesitations,

self-corrections ... ) than real-life conversation (Rossi 2002:

174-175);

is bound to reflect the language norm within a given milieu.
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Subtitles are called interlingual when one language is spoken on the

screen and another one - typically the viewer's mother tongue - is used

in the subtitles. Interlingual subtitles are. not a literal translation of

what is said on the screen, but have to capture "the gist" of the dialogue

within severe constraints of time and space (Wildblood 2002: 1). This

implies that subtitles are more compact than a translation of the film
transcript, but should convey the same emotions to the viewer: good

subtitles may therefore be quite creative (de Linde 1995; Card 1998;

Nornes 1999)·
The same freedom is not enjoyed by intralingual subtitles (sometimes

called 'close captions'), that is the subtitles written for hearing impaired

and for second language learners (the latter could indeed be regarded as

partially phoneme-deaf). Intralingual subtitles should represent (almost)

full duplication of the language of the soundtrack (Jung 199 0 ) , as far as

the space and time constraints make it possible. This seems to be the

general rule for English, French and Danish films, seen from my non

native speaker's viewpoint. In the case of Italian intralingual subtitles,

however, striking differences between the audio and the subtitles are

not uncommon, as discussed in some of the examples below.
Intralingual subtitles, be they 'faithful' to the original spoken word

to a greater or lesser degree, are especially interesting for work on

language awareness in both L2 and Lr, First of all,they duplicate the

keywords of the dialogue, thereby offering in the first place a powerful

help to understand the dialogue (in L2 learning) and then providing

a useful reminder which stays on the screen when a scene is analysed

in classroom situations. Besides, the possible lack of correspondence

between the spoken and the written word is the result of choices that

are worth being understood and discussed.
Finally, I wish to mention that students need not be regarded only

as viewers of subtitles; advanced or even intermediate learners can also,

with> relative ease, write inter- and intra-lingual subtitles themselves,

thereby providing yet another source of problems and questions to be

examined in the classroom (see appendix for some technical details on

subtitling).

FRANCESCO CAVIGLIA

1.3 DIGITAL VIDEO AND SUBTITLES AS RESOURCES FOR

OBSERVING LANGUAGE

A simple change of the physical support, from tape to DVD or computer

file, makes it now possible to access instantly a single scene and 'jump'

from one location of the film to another. This development has made

video - for the first time - into an object almost as flexible as a printed

book, and therefore usable as an everyday tool for the average learner
and teacher.

Given the pivotal role that subtitles play in some of the examples

proposed below,a few words are devoted here to features which are

relevant to language learning and language observing activities.

dialogue may therefore provide a better option as model Ianguage and

as a source of questions aimed at developing language awareness. Of

course, film dialogue is by no means authentic; however, it is carefully

constructedfor the benefit of the viewer by a team of well-paid profession

als (screenwriters, directors, actors, cameramen] whose task is to make

it ring true, spontaneous, and entertaining: a kind of peer-reviewed

spoken language bestowed with features which make it especially suited

to become a model of communication in a language learning classroom.

For example, film dialogue
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2.1 FACE WORK

Recognizing the function of communication as a means not only to

'transmit' contents, but also to construct relationships and identities

(Fairclough and Wodak 1997) is one important step for advancing from

a referential view of language to one considering communication as a

purposive act designed to establish and fine-tune a relationship (Tannen

1989, 1992 and 1997) or, in more general terms, to enter a dialogue

with the Other (Bakhtin 1986; Todorov 1984).

A scene which can introduce this idea of communication - and

also shows how power relationships can define a rigid (but not always

unbreakable) frame to communication, is the first dialogue between

Lacombe Lucien and Mr. Horn in Louis Malle's LacombeLucien (1974).

Lucien is a poor, rural and uneducated French teenager who becomes

a member of the German police in 1944 in order to get some status.

He becomes involved in extorting money and gratis clothes from Mr.

Horn, a wealthy Jewish tailor from Paris who is now living in hiding

in the province. The first time Lucien visits Mr. Horn alone to col

lect his new suit (the first real suit Lucien will own), the young man

is clearly intimidated, but also aware that the balance of power is in

2. OBSERVING AND DISCUSSING FILM DIALOGUE:

SOME EXAMPLES

In the learning activity described below in this section, a class visions

a film scene and then holds discussions - first in small groups and then

collectively - in order to find answers to one or more questions provided

by the teacher. The students, on the basis of their own understanding

of language and communication, and with only minimal help from the

teacher, are expected to find acceptable answers to the questions. The

activity is aimed at letting the class rise above implicit understanding of

communication, but also at making clear to the students that they do

understand much about language and communication, but that a more

specific vocabulary and the acquisition of some conceptual tools would

make the discussion more productive.

The proposals described below can usually be completed within a

45 minutes period. The examples presented have first been tried out

with Danish university students of Italian and with Danish and Italian

teachers of Italian; they are also currently being tried out with Italian

secondary school students (aged 14 to 16) within an Italian mother

tongue curriculum.
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his favour. The scene is almost comicalin the beginning, with Lucien

embarrassed over having to take off his trousers but nevertheless find

ing some relief in the revolver that he can place on a shelf as evidence

of his role. Mr. Horn treats him with the discrete politeness he would

use if Lucien were one of his rich former clients, an adequate solution

at first Sight for both of them to save face by hiding their condition of

blackmailer and victim. Mr. Horn tries to engage Lucien in small-talk

about clothes, but Lucien does not even have the vocabulary for the

topic. Mr. Horn decides then to ask Lucien about his interests and

activities, clearly meaning his activities prior to being a collaborator.

But Lucien's previous life of poverty and humiliation is not something

he wants to talk about, and the question prompts him to set the tailor

straight about their relationship and to retort "I am a member of the

German police". In order to reinforce his position, Lucien adds "Mr.

Jean-Bernard [Lucien's mentor in the militia and the person who sent

him to collect money from the tailor] dit que les Juifs sont les ennemis

de la France" [M. Jean-Bernard says that the Jews are the enemies of

France], to which Mr. Horn answers "Non, pas moi" [No, I am not].

A long silence follows, after which Mr. Horn's daughter appears on

the screen, and Lucien and the public discover that her name is ...

France.
Learners from the age of 14 up are quite capable of understanding

the logic behind the verbal andgestural behaviour of both: how both

try first of all to save face, how Lucien only becomes aggressive when he

feels threatened by the risk that his own social and cultural inferiority

would betray him; how Mr. Horn clings to the routine of the tailor-client

relationship; finally, how it is an element external to the dialogue, the

daughter's name, that confirms to Lucien and to the viewer that indeed

the tailor is by no means an enemy of the French state and people. The

most sensitive students are also able to recognize how Lucien's aggres

siveness is slightly curbed by the fact that he presents the accusation

"Jews are the enemies of France" as coming from a third (although au

thoritative) person and not from Lucien himself: this leaves to Mr. Horn

room for contradicting Lucien in a matter-of-fact tone ('Non, pas moi')

which poses a lesser threat to the young man's self-esteem.
Once the students manage to make their understanding of this

scene explicit, they are able to appreciate Goffman's (1959) theorisa

tion of the constraints framing human interaction: saving one's faceand

avoiding threatening the other's face by following a line of behaviour
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This idea is exemplified in the next example, taken from a recent Italian

comedy (L'ultimobacio [The last kiss], 2001). A pregnant womanis mak

ing plans for the future with her soon-to-be husband and asks him:

It is a tenet of education that students understand information bet

ter,perhaps only, if they have discovered it by themselves rather than

being told it. Much as one cares for a person, animal, place, or object

that one has taken care of,so listeners and readers not only understand

information better but care more about it - understand it because they

care about it - if they have worked to make its meaning. (Tannen 1989:

17, emphasis in the original)
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answer.
Reasons of brevity were obviously a motive behind the choice of a

more compact language in the subtitles. However, the slightly impolite

"Eh?" uttered by the reluctant husband has been reformulated into a

more acceptable "Come?" [What?]; in other words, brevity was not

the most overriding concern: compliance with the rules of the written

code also played a role; more on this point below.
On one occasion, after all the above-mentioned elements had been

recognized by the students, one of the students - not casually, a young

woman - challenged the assumption that the sentence was primarily

a request for buying a house. She pointed out that the woman wanted

first of all a sign of commitlnent from her fiance, and that the house

was only the apparent target. Other female students added that this was

obviousand that only men could be so deaf as not to recognize it from

the beginning!

Eh?

Italian subtitles: Come? [What?]

I asked the students to rephrase the same request which the woman

makes in various forms, from more to less direct. The students (both

Danish and Italian) immediately identified the original spoken version

as ingeniously indirect and proposed at the opposite pole sentences

equivalent to "1 wish us to buy our own house, instead of paying rent".

Assuming this last sentence as the referential meaning of the sentence,

I asked the students to identify the linguistic devices used to make the

request easier to accept, or even to refuse. At the same time, I asked

howmuch indirectness had been lost in the Italian subtitles.

Firstly, the form used for the request "E se" + conjunctive (roughly

equivalent to a "What if') is probably the most general and non-com

mitting available option fornlaking a request or proposal. The object

to be bought is made more attractive by being emphancally described

as "una casetta tutta nostra" [a small house of our own]. The man is

addressed in an intimate manner as "Amore" ["nlY love", "my dear"].

Most of these nuances go lost in the subtitles, where the request is re

formulated into "Perche non ... " [why not ... ], which retains a lower

level of indirectness by implying that the speaker expects a positive

The man looks bewildered at her and answers

FRANCESCO CAVIGLIA

Amore, e se ci cornprassimo una casa tutta nostra inveceche stare qui

in affitto? [Dear, what if we bought our own house, instead of paying

rent?] Italian subtitles: Potremmo comprare una casa, invece di stare in

affitto [we could buy a house, instead of paying rent]

which minimizes the risks. It may become necessary to change line if

the interaction takes unexpected turns, as it happens in most of the in

teractions between Mr. Horn and Lucien throughout the whole film.

Recognizing face-work as a ruling principle in human interaction is

a crucial step for introducing the concept of politeness (Brown & Lev

ins on, 1987) as a language universal with quite different language- and

culture-specific traits, an example of which is proposed in the following

paragraph.

2.2 INDIRECTNESS

Lydia, female character in the comedy Sliding doors (1998) reproaches

her lover, who had failed to understand a wish of hers: "PIn a woman.

We don't say what we want but we do reserve the right to get pissed

off when we don't get it."

This quote comes in handy to introduce how requests are especially

face-threatening acts, which therefore are usually softened by some

form of indirectness. Tannen ([1986]1992: 16-17) suggests looking at

conversation. as a system governed by intrinsically conflicting goals,

namely: showing affection and keeping independence, obtaining what

we want without imposing ourselves. Tannen further explains that not

being explicit is also a way of making one's message more emotionally

involving for the partner:
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Lo sai che io voglio fare l'attrice? Appena finisco 'stocazzodi liceo mi

iscrivo a una scuola di recitazione. [my emphasis; You know, I want

to be an actress. After I finish fucking high school, I'll go to an acting

school]. Italian subtitles: 10 voglio fare l'attrice. Finito illiceo, m'iscrivo

a recitazione. [English subtitles: I want to be an actress. After high school,

I'll go to an acting school.]

2.3 SWEARING

Swearing is a topic which requires good languacultural sensitivity by Lz

learners and teachers. The goal of the following example is to point out

the communicative function( s) of swearing, as well as the fact that rude

language too must obey rules.

In the example, a gorgeous young woman (she is 18, but we don't

know it yet) is flirting with a re-year-older man she has just met at a

party (by the way, the man is the reluctant husband we just encoun

tered). The two are introducing themselves; the man has just mentioned

that he works in advertising. Now it is the girl's turn, and in her reply

she makes a rude, disparaging allusion to the high school she is still

attending.
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2.4 SOCIO-CULTURAL IDENTITY IN LANGUAGE

In Italy all foreign films are dubbed into a language that is devoid of

the regional marks which are almost always present in the 'true' spoken

Italian (Rossi 1999b).
Maybe also for the sake of distinguishing themselves from imported

products, Italian films - especially comedies - usually portrait charac

ters with a well-defined geographical and social outcome. These traits

need to be identifiable at first sight for the Italian viewer, without

jeopardizing the general understanding of what the characters say (a

discussion in Rossi 1999a: 79-86). As a result of these constraints, a

'standard Italian' ('Italiano dell'usomedio' in Sabatini 1985) sprayed

with a few marked expressions is the preferred solution in most recent

commercial films, while films for a niche-public often provide more

realistic language solutions, which may be perceived as excessive or

simply notunderstandable by the average viewer.

refer to their school. This idea had soon to be refined, however, as that

way of referring to one's school could only be considered a standard

when teenagers speak with each other and not in the presence of adults

with WhOlU they are not in confidence. And, for different reasons, not

everybody would have used. that vulgar expression in similar circum

stances. In addition, neither the (potentially) bad-mouthed nor others

would have needed to think before using or not using the word.

The choice by the Italian and the English subtitlers not to translate

the swearword was at first acknowledged by the students as reasonable,

since the word has no referential value. On the other hand, the word is

relevant and even realistic, in that context. However, when we figured

out (with the Italian students) what the subtitles would look like with

the addition of the swearword, many noticed that the written sentence

on the screen would appear far more vulgar than the same words uttered

in a matter-of-fact tone by an angelic blond, as in the film.

This last observation introduced the issue of the complex relation

ship between the spoken and the written word, two aspects which are

dealt with in the following sections. For further classroom activity on

bad language in a multi-language perspective Stand byme (1986), a story

based on four male teenagers living a dramatic adventure together,

offers a mine of equivalence problems (as described, e.g., in Card 199 8)

and a way to see them solved differently in the subtitles and in other

languages used for synchronization.'

FRANCESCO CA VIGLIA

Why does the girl make an allusion of this kind? Does she hate her

school? And why is the swearword not reported in the subtitles? Isn't

it relevant?

Neither the Danish, nor the Italian students had any difficulty in

recognizing that the main issue for the girl was distancing herself from

her condition of teenager, which made her an inappropriate partner for

a man of about 30. The derogative allusion to the school was a way of

saying that she was already out of school. .. virtually, which does not

necessarily imply that she hated her school: here the Italian students had

a good point in maintaining that her tone did not contain any hostility

towards the high school (a few seemed more than happy to demonstrate

how the same sentence could have been expressed differently, so as to

really convey distaste). The Danish students also felt that although the

girl was probably not that enthusiastic about her school, the use of this

swearword did not necessarily mean that she hated it. However, their

conclusion was based on their understanding of the situation rather

than of the tone used by the girl.

A few Italian students were of the opinion that swearing meant

nothing in that context; it was just a normal way for young people to
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Recognizing the socio-cultural marks in film language is therefore

important for intermediate and advanced learners of L2 Italian, since

these marks are relevant for understanding and appreciating films; for

native speakers - who are supposed to have no trouble recognizing

these marks - it would be desirable to understand how a language which

sounds 'realistic' to the ear is indeed the result of a deliberate choice to

highlight some given traits.

In the archetypal Italian comedy!soliti ignoti [the usual unknowns]

(1956), a bunch of small-time crooks gathers to make a coup. Among

them is Michele, whom the viewer - before even meeting him in person

- knows comes from Sicily where he keeps his sister Carmela (a typi

cal South-Italian name) locked in the house. When two other mem

bers of the gang ring the door bell, the sister wakes him up with the

words "Michele, bussarono" [Michele, there is someone at the door; lit.

"they knocked"]. The use of a simple past (passato remoto) instead of the

standard compound form "hanno bussato" confirms that Michele and

Carmela come from Sicily. The viewer is then given plenty of reminders

of their Sicilian background in the following scene, in which Michele

- who looks and talks like a prototypical Sicilian ,- makes it plain that

his first priority and concern in life is his sister's honour. In order just

to be able to see Michele's sister (she is not allowed outside), another

member of the gang then has the idea of ringing the door bell and pre

tending to be her brother Michele, who rings because he has forgotten

his key. To this end, he feigns a nasal accent and says: "Sono Michele,

dimenticai la chiave" [it's Michele, I forgot the key; again, simplepast]

Oddly, the subtitles translate the simple past "bussarono" and "di

menticai" into past perfect, thereby hiding their Sicilian trait and the

role it plays in the story. This example might be liquidated as just un

fortunate subtitling, but is not an exception. In a hugely popular TV

series the protagonist commissario Montalbano, a detective from Sicily,

presents himself countless times on the phone as "Montalbano sono"

[I am Montalbano], while 'standard Italian' would require "sono" [I

am] followed by the caller's name. "Montalbano sono" has become a

sort of trademark and even stands as a heading on a web-site for fans

of the commissar. But again, the subtitles for hearing-impaired people

normalize it into "Sono Montalbano", a colourless sentence no reader

would ever find in the novels by Andrea Camilleri on which the TV

series is based.

Why is subtitling in these cases so different from the spoken word?

2.5 WRITTEN VS. SPOKEN LANGUAGE: DISCUSSING THE

LANGUAGE NORM

The main goal with the examples in this section is to show - once again

using conflicts between the spoken word and the subtitles for trigger

ing observation - that language is not just a matter of norms, but also

of choices. The examples I am proposing focus on formulations which

are absolutely standard as oral language but may cause a raised brow

if seen in print:
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topic-comment sentence structure;

sentences starting with a conjunction.
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Subtitlers have slightly different policies about respect for the language

norm, in case the original soundtrack is perceived. as deviant. Ivarsson

& Carroll (199 8: 157) are adamant that "the language should be (gram

matically) 'correct' since subtitles serve as a model for literacy"; Kovacic

(1996) suggests instead more willingness on the side of the subtitlers to

put the language norm in discussion. The presence of regional marks (that

is, of language features that are not plain substandard) adds another factor

to consider. There is little doubt that hiding the Sicilian traits in the above

mentioned examples of subtitles was unfortunate, especially if we con

sider that the spoken sentences were by no means wrong, but other cases

are less clear-cut. A typical language mark of people from Rome speaking

Italian with a regional and popular accent is the dropping of the last syl

lable in infinitives: 'mangiare' [to eat] thus becomes mangia'. Should the

subtitles make this (both local and substandard) trait visible or should they

normalize it into standard Italian? Answering this question requires the

students to notice language features and discuss them in a situation which

is less artificial than most typical classroom activity. Even better, with L1

students, would be moving from discussing subtitles to developing alter

native ones, especially for the benefit of L2 students (see appendix for the

technical aspects): L 1 students would have no difficulties in decoding the

spoken words and would be able to concentrate on the most appropriate

solutions for rendering them in written form, thereby developing a better

understanding of boththe written and the oral code."
The issue of oral vs. written language is further discussed in the

examples below, in which the regional variant is zeroed, thereby leav

ing more room for focusing on the language norm in more general

terms.
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Ma che liberta emorire? [but what kind of freedom is it to die?]

E' la normalita, la vera rivoluzione ['Normality is the true revolution'

or: 'the true revolution, it is normality']
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Strange as it may appear to proficient native and non-native speakers

and writers of Italian, some old tradition seems to dictate that a (writ

ten) sentence should not begin with a conjunction. This bizarre rule, of

which I do not know the origin, has even made it into the syntax and

style checker included with MicrosoftWord (at least until version 2003),

which warns the "Triter that "It is not advisable to start a sentence with

a conjunction", despite plenty of evidence of the contrary in literature

and journalism and despite the different opinion held by the highest

authority on the Italian language) I cannot claim with certainty that

this phantom rule is the only reason why conjunctions at the beginning

of sentences tend to drop from subtitles - a frequent choice made by the

subtitlers of both La megliogiooenti: and L 'ultimo bacio - since dropping

conjunctions also makes subtitles slightly more compact.

I suspect, however, that a deeper rationale was at work, maybe

unconsciously to the subtitlers themselves. Here the subtitles reveal a

hostile attitude to the traits of language perceived as pertaining to the

spoken language." Both the topic-comment structure and the use of a

conjunction at the start of a sentence are loaded with instruction for

the listener about the subject to be further illustrated in the rest of the

sentence as well as the attitude of the forthcoming sentence to what has

just been said. In other words, both are traits with a strong instructional

(Weinrich 1976) and dialogic (N0lke 2002) value, i.e. traits which are

crucial to real-time interaction of people in conversation.

For historical and cultural reasons, which are beyond the scope of

this paper (but not ofclassroom intervention, hopefully), oral traits of

language in Italian are often perceived as less valued than written traits,

although strong variation is also to be found within the written code.

However, the examples we just examined provide a rare opportunity

of examining two variants of sentences with identical meaning and

comparing their clarity and effectiveness. Not surprisingly, once the

teacher ensures that both solutions are correct and stylistically accept

able, the students usually have no doubt choosing the oral solution as

the more appropriate.

For both L1 and advanced L2 students, discussing and producing

intralingual subtitles is a way of moving from passively adhering to

what is perceived as 'standard' towardsa more responsible attitude to

language choices.'
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In the already mentioned comedy L 'ultimo bacio (2001), one character

utters a sentence containing what can be regarded as the main message
that the film sends to the viewer:

Il piano l'ha scelto mia madre, [the piano, that my mother chose]

matematica 1'ho scelta io. [maths, that I chose]

This sentence becomes in the subtitles "La vera rivoluzione ela normal

ita". Both sentences are correct by any standard and have ahnost the

same length (the original would just require one extra comma).

In another recent film (La megliogiouenn;[the best of youth], 200 3),

the protagonist talks to a young woman,whom we have just heard

playing classic piano, and we hear that she is studying maths at the

university. This prompts him to ask what piano and maths have to do
with each other. She answers:

which the Italian subtitles normalizeinto "Mia madre ha scelto il piano,

io matematica" ['my mother chose the piano, I chose maths'].

Why did the subtitler choose to change the original sentences? L1

students usually admit that they would probably say the first sentence,

while some of those more sensitive to language add that they would

rather write the version reportedin the subtitles, typically with the moti

vation that it sounds morecorrect. The slight redundancy induced by the

topic-comment structure seelns to be perceived as a less authoritative

form. I will come back to the issue after exanlining another mismatch
between the oral and the written language.

At a later point in the same film the protagonist - whose wife has

become a terrorist and whose brother has committed suicide - ac

cuses himself for not having been able to stop them. He explains, "I

thought that everybody has the right to live as he or she wishes" and
concludes

In the subtitles, the conjunction ma [but] at the beginning of thesen
tence disappears. Why?
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It is necessary to underline that the units described in this paper are

far from representing a full-fledged curriculum in language awareness.

Moreover, all these topics might also be examined in classrooms using

other approaches and tools.

However, this paper suggests that dialogue in film - with or without

subtitles - Inay deserve further consideration as a resource for language

education, given both the quality of the language and the technical pos

sibility of examining it at close range. The possibility of manipulating

3- SUMMARY: WHAT DID WE FIND OUT?

The examples and questions described above put the students into the

role of language researchers, and allowed them to manipulate language

in the process. The students themselves \vere often surprised by their

own understanding of communication and usually appreciated the

activities, with L1 secondary school students more inclined to discuss

competing language solutions and L2 university students more inclined

to theoretical aspects, as one might expect.

At the same time, the proposed activities did not constitute by

any means a curriculum in language awareness. A simple list, rather

than a structured table of contents, captured a few elements which I

considered to have been digested by the students as a result of those

activities:
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the language by writing alternative subtitles adds yet another promising

perspective, which I am currently exploring with L1 students.
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1. dialogue constructs not only representations, but also relationships

and identities, and is a means "to get things done";

2. understanding communication also requires noticing and giving

a name to non-verbal elements, which may require borrowing

categories from anthropology (e.g. facework);

3. the code (oral or written) does play a role in discussing equivalence

in translation and even within the same language (e.g., in intra

lingual subtitles);

4. the oral code is not less valuable than the written one' actually

the written code can capture only a portion of the information

conveyed by the spoken word;

5. in Italian, the written and the oral code are wide apart, with the

written one traditionally perceived as superior; however, well

designed oral language (e.g. in film dialogue) can suggest solu

tions which are stylistically superior to those that are perceived as

standard for the written code.
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